Decision Sciences Institute
The 10\textsuperscript{th} International DSI Conference
Bridge the World
June 24-27, 2009
Nancy, France
Call for Papers Deadline: February 1, 2009

To follow the theme of the conference, Bridge the World, we have track and co-track chairs from across the globe and from small, large, private and state universities. Please join us in Bridging the World through the 10\textsuperscript{th} International DSI Conference.

CALL FOR PAPERS
Competitive papers or detailed abstracts and proposals for symposia, tutorials and workshops are invited for, but not limited to, the topic areas listed below. Sessions involving practitioners will be given special consideration. Submissions will be blind refereed and accepted papers will be published in the Conference Proceedings. By submitting a manuscript, the author certifies that it is not copyrighted or previously published, has not been presented or accepted for presentation at another professional meeting, and is not currently under review for presentation at another professional meeting. At least one of the authors certifies that he/she intends to register for and attend the conference to present the paper if it is accepted. All papers, abstracts and workshop proposals must be submitted electronically on or before February 1, 2009.

PROGRAM TRACKS
\begin{itemize}
\item Accounting
\item Business Law
\item Case Studies
\item E-Commerce
\item Economics
\item Entrepreneurship
\item Business Ethics
\item Finance/Financial Management
\item Information Security
\item Information Systems/DSS/AI/Expert System
\item Health Care Management
\item Human Resource Management
\item Innovative Education
\item International Business
\item International Relations
\item Knowledge Management (Use of Data & Data Mining Techniques)
\end{itemize}
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTORS
All papers and session proposals must be submitted using the Web-based submission system found at the following link: [http://www.internationaldsi.org](http://www.internationaldsi.org). You will need your paper or proposal, excluding author identification, in PDF format and information for all authors including full name, affiliation (business or university) mailing address, office phone and e-mail addresses. Detailed instructions can be found on the website.

Papers, abstracts and proposals should be double-spaced. Regular paper submissions should not exceed 20 pages in length. Abstracts and proposals should be as complete as possible and include preliminary findings and justification for the effort. All information identifying the authors should be removed from the paper and the title page should show only the title of the paper.

Accepted papers must be formatted in final condensed form and returned to the Proceedings Editor by April 17, 2009. The final version of the Proceedings paper is limited to six pages. Specific instructions will be sent to the authors with the acceptance notification.

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FEE
The conference registration fee of $550 or €355 (euros) includes a reception at the Art Museum of Nancy and the City Hall, a dinner at L’Abbaye des Prémontrés and the gala dinner at Château de Harroué (transportation to the last two places is also included).

HOTEL ARRANGEMENTS
Several rooms in different hotels in Nancy have been reserved at a special rate for the conference. Please check the IDSI site under Accommodation for more information. We have limited number of rooms. Please call early and state that you are attending the IDSI Meeting.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Minoo Tehrani, IDSI 2009 Program Chair
Gabelli School of Business
Roger Williams University
Bristol, RI 02809
401-254-3115
mtehrani@rwu.edu